
Pre-interview Notes

Scientist/Client:

● Leo Ureel – Assistant Professor of Computer Science

Meeting Date and Time:

● January 17, Wednesday, 1/17/2024 at 4:00 pm

Meeting Location or Media:

● Rekhi Hall 209

List of Team Members and Interview Roles:

Guaranteed to make it

● Host: Pantaree Prathongkham
● Note-taker 1: Johnathan Oestringer
● Note-taker 2: Connor Ward
● Question Asker 1: Pantaree Prathongkham

Schedule Conflicts (Attempt to make it)

● Question Asker: Chris Torrey (Class ends at 4:15)
● Question Asker: Noah Yacoub (Class conflicts - Will be very late or not attending)
● Question Asker: Devon Gosnick (Class ends at 4:15)

Cannot attend

● Nick Zimanski (He is currently sick as of 1/16/24)

List of Questions in Expected Order:

1. Please tell us about your app idea (app overview, languages/frameworks used)
2. Why should there be a code critique app and how would it be useful?
3. Who are the users of your app?



a. Explain user X? Y? Z? …
4. How would they use the app?
5. What data should the app collect?

a. Where should you see it? How should you see it? Etc.
6. How should the data be stored with the app?

a. Is there a specific way the data should be stored?
7. Is there a specific way the data should be shown to the user?
8. When or where will the app be used?
9. What information or content does the app show the user?

a. How should it show to X users (Students)? Y users (Professors)?
10. Do you have any documents, such as flyers, forms, or spreadsheets, that you can share

with us?
11. Is there a previous version that we could look at?
12. What type of devices or interactions would you see being used with the app?
13. (Once Professor Ureel answers a question, another question will be asked about their

response or answer)


